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Abstract—We develop a simulation model for the ATM ABR service, and
use it to engineer ABR congestion control behavior. Although significant
work has been performed on ABR rate allocation algorithms at network
switches, little work has focused on the end system behavior, which we ex-
amine in this paper. The effect of the speed of links on the path from the
source to the destination, and the connection round trip time on the selec-
tion of ABR parameter values is studied. Simulation results illustrate the
impact of the key parameters that control rate reduction in the absence
of network feedback on performance, in terms of connection throughputs,
queue lengths at the switches and link utilizations. These results have been
incorporated into the ABR standards, and can be generalized to cooper-
ative congestion control with explicit congestion notification (ECN) in the
Internet.

Keywords— traffic management, congestion control, simulation models,
ATM networks, available bit rate (ABR) service, ABR end system, ABR
parameter tuning

I. INTRODUCTION

ATM networks offer six service categories: constant bit rate
(CBR), real-time variable bit rate (rt-VBR), non-real time vari-
able bit rate (nrt-VBR), available bit rate (ABR), unspecified bit
rate (UBR), and guaranteed frame rate (GFR). The ABR, UBR,
and GFR service categories are specifically designed for data
traffic. The ABR service provides better service for data traf-
fic than UBR and GFR by frequently indicating to the sources
the rate at which they should transmit. ABR can thus provide
minimum rate guarantees and low cell loss to ABR sources.

The ABR source end system is allowed to send data at a
given rate called Allowed Cell Rate (ACR), which ranges be-
tween a negotiated Peak Cell Rate (PCR) and Minimum Cell
Rate (MCR). Immediately after establishing a connection, ACR
is set to an Initial Cell Rate (ICR), which is also negotiated with
the network. The source sends a Resource Management (RM)
cell every Nrm � 1 data cells (default Nrm value is 32), and the
destination end system turns the RM cells around. As seen in
figure 1, RM cells traveling from the source to the destination
are called forward RM cells (FRMs), while the RM cells travel-
ing from the destination back to the source are called backward
RM cells (BRMs). The RM cells collect network feedback and
return to the source, which adjusts its allowed cell rate according
to this feedback [2], [9]. Most RM cells generated by the sources
are considered part of the source load in the sense that the total
rate of data and RM cells should not exceed the source ACR.
Such RM cells are called “in-rate” RM cells. Under exceptional
circumstances, switches, destinations, or sources can generate
extra RM cells. These “out-of-rate” RM cells are not counted in
the ACR of the source and are distinguished by having their cell
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loss priority (CLP) bit set, meaning that the network will trans-
port them only if there is enough bandwidth, and discard them
if congested.
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Fig. 1. Forward and backward RM cells

At the time of connection setup, ABR sources negotiate sev-
eral parameters with the network. A complete list of parameters
used in the ABR mechanism is presented in table I. There are
three ways for the network switches to indicate their feedback
to the sources. First, each cell header contains a bit called Ex-
plicit Forward Congestion Indication (EFCI), which can be set
by a congested switch. Second, RM cells have two bits in their
payload, called the Congestion Indication (CI) bit and the No
Increase (NI) bit, also set by congested switches (such switches
are called relative rate marking (RRM) switches). Third, the RM
cells have a field called explicit rate (ER) that can be reduced by
congested switches to any desired value. When sources receive
the returning RM cells, they adjust their ACR accordingly. A
complete explanation of the source and destination rules is pre-
sented in [5].

This paper develops an ATM-ABR simulation model and uses
it to identify key factors which influence ABR performance. We
focus on end system behavior, and not rate allocation algorithms
in network switches, which are studied in most of the earlier
ABR work [7], [8]. Our results have been incorporated into the
ABR standards, and similar techniques have recently appeared
in the Internet active queue management literature [10]. In the
remainder of this paper, we examine each set of related param-
eters in consecutive sections, identifying the effect of each on
performance, and giving guidelines on setting each.

II. RATE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS

Role. The peak cell rate (PCR) and the minimum cell rate
(MCR) are used in source rule 1. The rule states that source
should always transmit at a rate equal to or below its computed
ACR, which cannot exceed PCR and need not go below MCR,
i.e., MCR

�
ACR

�
PCR and Source Rate

�
ACR. PCR is

the maximum value at which a source can transmit. It must be
negotiated down and has no default value. MCR is the minimum
value that a source need not reduce its rate beyond. It is negoti-
ated down to the minimum acceptable MCR, MCRmin, only if
MCRmin is signaled.

Values. ABR sources may initially set PCR to the maximum
possible value. For example, PCR can be set according to the
capacity of the application or host, or the bandwidth of the link
from the host to the next node. Of course, pricing considera-
tions play a key role in parameter selection: sources may select
a lower PCR value if they are unwilling to incur the costs. MCR
can be set according to user requirements (e.g., video applica-
tions require some minimum rate guarantee), and the pricing
policy. Unless the traffic is high priority, MCR is usually set to
zero, making the service a best effort one. Most applications,
especially TCP/IP applications, however, work better with an
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TABLE I

ABR PARAMETERS

Label Expansion Units and Range Default Signaled?
PCR Peak Cell Rate cells/second from 0 to 16M � down
MCR Minimum Cell Rate cells/second from 0 to 16M 0 down to MCRmin
ACR Allowed Cell Rate cells/second from 0 to 16M � no
ICR Initial Cell Rate cells/second from 0 to 16M PCR down
TCR Tagged Cell Rate constant 10 cells/s no
Nrm Number of cells between FRM cells power of 2 from 2 to 256 32 optional
Mrm Controls bandwidth allocation constant 2 no

between FRM, BRM and data cells
Trm Upper Bound on Inter-FRM Time milliseconds, 100 � power of 2 from

��� to 0
100 ms optional

RIF Rate Increase Factor power of 2 from 1/32768 to 1 1 down
RDF Rate Decrease Factor power of 2 from 1/32768 to 1 1/32768 up, or down by

�

RIF decrease factor
ADTF ACR Decrease Time Factor seconds, from 0.01 to 10.23 seconds

in steps of 10 ms
0.5 s optionally down

TBE Transient Buffer Exposure cells from 0 to 16,777,215 16,777,215 down
CRM Missing RM-cell Count integer of unspecified size �����	�
����� computed
CDF Cutoff Decrease Factor zero or a power of 2 from 1/64 to 1 1/16 optionally up
FRTT Fixed Round-Trip Time microseconds from 0 to 16.7 seconds � accumulated

MCR greater than zero, to prevent timeouts. Observe that charg-
ing considerations may limit PCR to a multiple of MCR, i.e.,��������� ��� ���

, where: � � � �����
. This simplifies traffic

shaping.
Switches can reduce the PCR and MCR according the con-

nection admission control (CAC) algorithm. One possible sim-
ple policy is to ensure that, after admitting the new connection:� �����"!

�$#&%
��'(���*)

�$#&%
� � ���"+

�$# �
link bandwidth.

Hence, the MCR of the new connection can be computed
as: � ���", �.-0/21(3

User-requested: � ����,54
link bandwidth �� �����"!

�$# � ��'(���*)
�	# � �(6879 , � ����+

�$#
6;:

. If the sig-
naled MCR is less than the minimum acceptable MCR, i.e.,
� ��� ,=< � ��� -0/>1 ,

, the connection is rejected.
The PCR of the ABR connection is only limited by

the bandwidth of the links on the path from the source
to the destination:

����� , � -?/21(3 ����� , 4A@CBD42B E
links on path,minimum (link bandwidth)

6 :
. Therefore, PCR

and MCR are dependent on the bottleneck link bandwidth, but
not on the round trip time (RTT) of the connection.

III. RM CELL FREQUENCY CONTROL

Role. The three parameters Nrm, Mrm and Trm control the
frequency of generation of resource management cells at the
source. They are used in source rule 3. At any instant, sources
have three kinds of cells to send: data cells, forward RM cells,
and backward RM cells (corresponding to the reverse flow). The
relative priority of these three kinds of cells is different at differ-
ent transmission opportunities.

The sources are required to send an FRM after every Nrm
cells. If the source rate is low, however, the time between RM
cells will be large and network feedback will be delayed. To
overcome this problem, a source should send an FRM cell if

more than Trm milliseconds have elapsed since the last FRM
was sent. This introduces another problem for low rate sources.
In some cases, at every transmission opportunity, the source may
find that it has exceeded Trm and needs to send an FRM cell.
In this case, no data cells will be transmitted. To overcome this
problem, an additional condition must be satisfied: there must be
at least two ( ��F - ) non-FRM cells between FRMs. A waiting
BRM has priority over waiting data, given that no BRM has
been sent since the last FRM. Of course, if there are no data
cells to send, waiting BRMs may be sent. The second and third
part of source rule 3 ensure that BRMs are not unnecessarily
delayed and that all available bandwidth is not used up by the
RM cells. Figure 2 illustrates the scheduling of FRMs, BRMs
and data cells.             ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Fig. 2. Scheduling of forward RM, backward RM, and data cells

Values. Mrm is constant at 2, and is not negotiated at connec-
tion setup. We next discuss the setting of Nrm and Trm.

Nrm. The specifications [2] select a default value of 32 for
Nrm to ensure that the control overhead does not exceed approx-
imately 6% (the value with window-based flow control). During

normal operation, GH�IDJLK or 3% of all cells are FRM cells. An-
other 3% of cells are BRM cells resulting in a total overhead of
6% [3]. Nrm is independent of link speed and round trip time,
since it is simply a ratio.

In practice, the choice of Nrm affects the responsiveness of
control system, and the computational overhead at the end sys-
tems and switches. For a connection running at 155 Mbps, the
inter-RM cell time is 86.4 M s, while it is 8.60 ms for the same
connection running at 1.55 Mbps. The inter-RM interval de-
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termines the responsiveness of the system. Sources, destina-
tions, and switches may wish to increase Nrm if their processing
power is limited, or if they wish to minimize rate variations of
the ABR connection, or increase the data cell frequency. They
may wish to decrease Nrm if fast rate changes are desirable, and
responsiveness to network feedback is advantageous. At high
data rates, a small RM cell interval can result in high frequency
rate variations caused by the ABR feedback. If real-time video
traffic is transported over ABR (which we have shown is feasi-
ble with the correct parameter choices [11]), rate variations must
be minimized to reduce variations in the quality of service. One
way of reducing the ABR rate changes is to send RM cells less
frequently, i.e., set Nrm to a large value, instead of 32. Sending
RM cells at end of each video frame is one possible option.

We build a complete ATM simulation model which includes
all six service categories, and various application traffic mod-
els, and switch rate allocation algorithms. We use this model to
vary Nrm and examine the allowed cell rates at the sources, the
queue lengths at bottleneck switches, the link utilizations, and
the throughput at the destinations. Since the Nrm value must be
a power of two that is allowed to range between 2 and 256 [2]),
we conduct experiments with all the allowed Nrm values (2, 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256). However, we only show the simu-
lation results for Nrm = 8 and 256 here. This is because values
smaller than 8 incur a very high control cell overhead and are
not very realistic; and 256 is the maximum allowed value. In
our simulations, all links are 155.52 Mbps. The initial cell rate
(ICR) of all sources is set to 150 Mbps, while the remaining
ABR parameters are set to their default values as given in the
specifications. In particular, note that the value of the rate in-
crease factor (RIF) parameter is set to 1/16. The ERICA [7]
scheme is used in this study, with switch averaging interval set
to a fixed time of 5 ms, and target utilization set to 90% of the
link capacity. The configuration simulated consists of two ABR
sources: source 1 sends data at its ACR throughout the simula-
tion, while source 2 is a transient source that comes on at 100 ms
and sends data for about 100 ms. All link lengths are 1000 km.
The main aim of this simple dumbbell configuration is to test
the effect of Nrm on responsiveness of the system.

ABR performance for this transient configuration is shown in
figures 3 and 4 for Nrm = 8 and 256. We show the ACRs of the
two sources, and the link utilization at the bottleneck link. In
all cases, source 1 ACR is rapidly reduced to its target value of
about 140 Mbps. When source 2 starts sending data, the ACRs
of both sources are reduced to 70 Mbps. When source 2 stops
sending data, the ACR for source 1 returns to 140 Mbps. There
is a difference in the rate of increase of ACR for the Nrm val-
ues. Since RIF is set to 1/16, the ACR increases in steps on
the receipt of every BRM cell. Since the source receives BRMs
more frequently with Nrm = 8 versus 256, the ACR for source 1
reaches 140 Mbps fastest in this case. The overhead with small
Nrm values is quite high, however. This can be clearly observed
by measuring the throughput at the application layer at the des-
tinations (these plots are not shown here). Another interesting
observation is that for smaller Nrm values, source 1 does not
start rising as rapidly as with larger Nrm values, because the
high RM cell overhead causes the data of the second source to
take a longer time to be transmitted, and hence the two sources

TABLE II

INTER-RM CELL TIME FOR DIFFERENT SPEEDS AND NRM

Total ABR DS0 T1 OC-3 OC-24
Capacity 64 kbps 1.5 Mbps 155 Mbps 1.2 Gbps

Nrm = 8 0.5 s 24 ms 24 M s 3 M s
Nrm = 32 2.3 s 96 ms 96 M s 12 M s
Nrm = 256 18.4 s 768 ms 768 M s 96 M s

must share the bottleneck link for a longer time. Table II shows
the variation of inter-RM cell time with link speed and with Nrm
value. The source is assumed to be sending at link rate for the
values shown in the table. A general heuristic is to use Nrm of
32 at speeds below OC-3 and to use Nrm of 256 for OC-3 and
higher speeds.

Trm. The Trm parameter is used with low rate sources: Trm
is compared to the time elapsed since the last in-rate FRM cell
was sent. Sources may be limited to a low ACR due to high
amplitude VBR traffic sharing the same resources as the ABR
connection, a large number of ABR sources, or low bottleneck
link speeds (T1 links). Smaller Trm values result in shorter time
between RM cells, leading to faster transient response (rise from
low rate to high rate). Small Trm values, however, increase
overhead with low rate sources. The choice of Trm depends
on the link speed. For example, at a rate of 155 Mbps, the inter-
cell time is 2.7 M s, while at a rate of 1.5 Mbps, the inter-cell
time is 270 M s, and at a rate of 2.4 Gbps, the inter-cell time is
0.42 ns. Thus, a Trm value of 100 ms seems more appropriate
for 1.5 � 155 Mbps than with higher (2.4 Gbps % ) speeds, where
a Trm of 100 ms is too long to wait before sending an FRM cell
to sense the state of the network. Trm should be reduced in such
cases. The switches or destination can compare Trm to the in-
ter cell time calculated as the reciprocal of the negotiated PCR
(which may indicate the bottleneck link bandwidth). A good
heuristic value for Trm is: � F - � G� ! # ��� . One choice of �
can be G�� ������� ���	�I�
 . This is based upon the intuition that 100 ms
was observed to be suitable for OC-3 links (2.7 microsecond =
0.0027 millisecond inter-cell time). Trm is independent of the
round trip time, i.e., whether the connection is local to a LAN,
crosses a WAN, or traverses a satellite link of hundreds of mil-
liseconds delay. This is because Trm is compared to the time
since the last in-rate FRM cell was sent, so it is independent of
the time the RM cell reached the destination, or the time the RM
cells returns back to the source.

We experiment with Trm values of 1 and 100 ms with low
rate sources. Our multi-class scheduler at ATM switches gives
VBR traffic higher priority than ABR. We model VBR as a sim-
ple on/off source with 20 ms periods, and 138 Mbps peak rate.
Simulation results (see figure 5) illustrate that in this case, ca-
pacity remains unused for a long time for large Trm values (100
ms), after VBR stops and capacity for ABR becomes available.
Lower Trm values increase RM cell frequency and reduce re-
sponse time. This is especially important for small or zero min-
imum cell rate connections.
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Fig. 3. Results for a WAN transient configuration, Nrm = 8
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Fig. 4. Results for a WAN transient configuration, Nrm = 256
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Fig. 5. Link utilization results for two sources and VBR in a WAN

IV. RATE INCREASE AND DECREASE FACTORS

Role. The rate increase factor (RIF) and rate decrease factor
(RDF) are used in source rules 8 and 9. Source rules 8 and 9 de-
scribe how the source reacts to network feedback. The feedback
consists of the explicit rate (ER), congestion indication bit (CI),
and no increase bit (NI). A source does not simply change its
ACR to the new ER due to the following reasons: (1) If the new
ER is very high compared to current ACR, switching to the new

ER may cause sudden overload in the network. Therefore, the
rate increase factor (RIF) parameter determines the maximum
allowed increase in any one step: RIF � PCR; (2) If there are
any EFCI or relative rate marking (RRM) switches in the path,
they do not change the ER field, but set EFCI bits in the cell
headers, or CI and NI bits in RM cells. The destination moni-
tors EFCI bits in data cells, and returns the last seen EFCI bit
in the CI field of a BRM. A CI of 1 means that the network is
congested and that the source should reduce its rate by the rate
decrease factor (RDF) parameter. Unlike the increase, which is
additive, the decrease is multiplicative; and (3) The no-increase
(NI) bit handles mild congestion by allowing a switch to spec-
ify an ER and instruct the source not to increase its rate if ACR
is already below the specified ER. The actions corresponding to
the possible values of CI and NI are:

NI CI Action
0 0 ACR � min (ER, ACR % RIF � PCR, PCR)
0 1 ACR � min (ER, ACR � ACR � RDF)
1 0 ACR � min (ER, ACR)
1 1 ACR � min (ER, ACR � ACR � RDF)

Once the ACR is updated, subsequent cells sent from the source
conform to the new ACR value. However, if the earlier ACR was
very low, it is possible that the very next cell had been scheduled
to be sent a long time ahead. In such a situation, it is advanta-
geous to “reschedule” the next cell, so that the source can take
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advantage of the high ACR allocation immediately [6].
Values. RIF and RDF play an important role when a con-

nection traverses EFCI or RRM switches. In addition, some ER
schemes work better with conservative RIF values, while others,
such as ERICA [7] are insensitive to the RIF value, and work
well with an RIF of 1.

RIF. The rate increase factor determines the maximum in-
crease when a BRM cell indicating underload is received. If the
RIF is set to a fraction less than one, the maximum increase at
each step is limited to RIF � the peak cell rate for the connec-
tion. Setting RIF to small values is a more conservative strategy
that controls queue growth and oscillations, especially during
transient periods. It, however, may slow down the response of
the system when capacity suddenly becomes available, leading
to network underutilization.

If there are no EFCI switches in a network, setting RIF to 1
allows ACRs to increase as fast as the network directs (through
the ER field) increasing utilization. For EFCI networks, or a
combination of ER and EFCI networks, RIF should be set con-
servatively to avoid unnecessary oscillations [8]. Thus, sources
can initially set RIF to large values, according to application re-
quirements. During connection setup, any switch which does
not implement an explicit rate scheme or implements a scheme
which requires a conservative RIF (such as EPRCA) must re-
duce RIF to a conservative value such as 1/16 or less. RIF should
also be set to more conservative values for high speeds (as indi-
cated by PCR) and long round trip times (as indicated by FRTT)
to avoid high congestion-related losses. The fixed part of the
round-trip time (FRTT) is accumulated during connection setup.
This is the minimum delay along the path and does not include
any queueing delays.

Figures 4 and 6 compare the performance of the transient con-
figuration (which was used in the Nrm experiments) with RIF set
to 1/16 (the default value) and RIF set to 1. The basic ERICA
scheme [7] is used in these simulations. Nrm is set to 256 to
slow down the feedback rate, in order to emphasize the effect
of RIF. All other parameters are the same as with the Nrm ex-
periments. It is clear from figure 4 that an RIF value of 1/16
results in a step-wise increase of the rate of the non-transient
source when the transient source stops transmission. With RIF
set to 1 (figure 6), the rate of the non-transient source increases
to the full rate as soon as the inactivity of the transient source is
detected.

RDF. When the network is congested (the CI bit is set), the
source multiples its current rates by (1-RDF). Thus the RDF pa-
rameter determines how fast the rate is reduced in case of con-
gestion. This multiplicative decrease only occurs if the CI bit is
set, either by the switches, or by the destination when the EFCI
bits of data cells are set. The source should initially set RDF to
a moderate value. Switches should reduce RDF dependent on
the schemes they use for setting EFCI bits or CI bits. Explicit
rate switches need not modify RDF. The RDF parameter should
be set more conservatively (to smaller values) for higher speeds
and longer round trip times to avoid a large amount of cell loss
during congestion. Switches should examine the round trip time
(in the FRTT field) and bottleneck link speed (as indicated by
the PCR), and reduce RDF accordingly. If the switch or des-
tination detects a large FRTT or large PCR (indicating a high

bottleneck link speed), then RDF should be reduced.

V. ABNORMAL CONDITIONS AND IDLE PERIODS

Since CRM and CDF are used with source rule 6, they are
both discussed together. Both CRM and ICR are computed us-
ing the TBE parameter, so TBE and ICR are also discussed here,
as well as ADTF that is used in conjunction with ICR.

Roles. TBE, CRM and CDF. The three parameters transient
buffer exposure (TBE), missing RM cell count (CRM), and cut-
off decrease factor (CDF) are used in source rule 6. This rule
deals with the following scenario: if a network link fails, or be-
comes highly congested, RM cells are blocked and the source
does not receive feedback. To protect the network from contin-
uous in-flow of traffic under such circumstances, sources are re-
quired to reduce their rate if the network feedback is not received
in a timely manner. This improves network fault tolerance.
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Fig. 7. Source rule 6 does not trigger if BRM flow is maintained

In steady state, a source should receive one BRM for every
FRM sent (figure 7). The sources keep a count of the RM cells
sent, and if no backward RM cells are received for a long time,
the sources reduce their rate by a factor of “Cutoff Decrease
Factor (CDF).” The “long time” is defined as the time to send
CRM forward RM cells at the current rate. When rule 6 trig-
gers, the condition is satisfied for all successive FRM cells un-
til a BRM is received. Thus, this rule results in an exponen-
tial decrease of ACR. CRM is a function of a parameter called
transient buffer exposure (TBE) negotiated at connection setup.
TBE determines the maximum number of incoming cells at a
switch during the first round trip, before the closed-loop phase
of the control takes effect. During this time, the source can send
TBE/Nrm RM cells. Hence, CRM

� � TBE
Nrm

� .
ICR and ADTF. Sources begin transmission at the initial cell

rate (ICR) as specified by source rule 2. During the first round
trip, a source may send as many as ICR � FRTT cells into the
network. Since this number is negotiated separately as TBE,
the following relationship exists between ICR and TBE: ICR �
FRTT

�
TBE, or:

� ��� � � �$�� # ��� . The sources are required to
use the ICR value computed above if it is less than the ICR nego-
tiated with the network, i.e., ICR used by the source = min(ICR
negotiated with the network, ���	�� # ���

:
.

According to source rule 5, a source ACR is valid only for
approximately ADTF seconds. If a source does not transmit any
RM cells for this duration, it cannot use its previously allocated
ACR, particularly if the ACR is high. The source should re-
sense the network state by sending an RM cell and decreasing
its rate to the initial rate (ICR) negotiated at connection setup.
If the source ACR is already below ICR, it should not increase
to ICR. The timeout interval is set to the ACR Decrease Time
Factor (ADTF) parameter, whose default value is 500 ms. Rule
5 is intended to resolve the problem of ACR retention, when a
source retains a rate allocated to it under light loads, and uses
that rate to transmit when the network is highly loaded, caus-
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Fig. 6. Results for a WAN transient configuration (Nrm = 256) RIF = 1

ing congestion. Several solutions to this problem (called use it
or lose it (UILI) problem) were proposed, but the ATM Forum
standardized a policy that simply reduces ACR to ICR when the
timeout (ADTF) expires. Vendors are free to implement addi-
tional proprietary restraints at the source or at the switch.

Values. We first discuss the value of TBE and the two pa-
rameters which depend on it (CRM and ICR). Then, we discuss
CDF, and finally ADTF.

TBE, CRM, and ICR. TBE determines the total number of
cells that a switch may be suddenly “exposed” to during tran-
sients. TBE is specified in cells while CRM is specified in RM
cells. Since there is one RM cell per Nrm cells, the relationship
between CRM and TBE is: CRM � � TBE/Nrm � .

In negotiating TBE, the switches have to consider their buffer
availability, since a switch may receive TBE cells during the
first round trip, and after long idle periods. For small buffers,
TBE should be small and vice versa. On the other hand, TBE
should also be large enough to prevent unnecessary triggering
of rule 6 on long delay paths or with very high speeds. Thus,
TBE is highly affected by the bandwidth-delay product of the
connection, and should be set to:

����� ��� � � � %
� , 4 / E

�
switches on path � 4 buffer sizes to account for the speed, link

delays, and buffer sizes.
Effect of link speed and round trip time on TBE and

CRM. For long-delay links, such as satellite links, our simu-
lation results revealed that source rule 6 can unnecessarily trig-
ger and cause oscillations during start up and after idle periods,
unless TBE is large enough. This can degrade the throughput
considerably. Figure 8 shows the configuration used to illus-
trate the problem. All the links are OC-3 links operating at a
rate of 155.52 Mbps. The link connecting the two switches is a
satellite link, while the links connecting the switches to the end
systems are each 1 km long. The one-way propagation delay of
the satellite link is 275 ms, while the propagation delay of each
LAN link is 5 microseconds. The traffic is bidirectional, and the
sources are persistent. The ERICA [7] algorithm is used with
target utilization 90%. The ABR source parameter values are:
PCR = 155.52 Mbps, MCR = 0 Mbps, ICR = 0.9 � PCR = 140
Mbps, Nrm = 32, RIF = 1, CDF = 1/16, and CRM = 32, 256,
1024, 4096, 6144, 8192.

Figure 9 illustrates the performance of the system with CRM
set to 32 (the default value before we proposed a change in Au-

            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Fig. 8. Satellite configuration

gust 1995). Figure 9(a) shows the allowed cell rate of the source
over 1200 ms, and figure 9(b) shows the number of cells re-
ceived at the destination during the same period of time [1].
As seen in figure 9(a), the initial rate is 140 Mbps (90% of
155 Mbps). After sending 32 RM cells (or CRM � Nrm = 32 � 32
= 1024 cells), rule 6 triggers and the rate rapidly drops. The
first feedback is received from the network after around 550 ms
(275 ms � 2), because the one-way delay of the satellite link is
275 ms. The network asks the source to increase to 140 Mbps.
The source increases its rate but rule 6 triggers again. This is
because the period between returning RM cells is long (they
were sent at a low rate). This phenomenon of increase and de-
crease repeats resulting in high-frequency oscillations between
very low rates and very high rates. The rapid rate drops occur
due to the triggering of source rule 6, while the rate increases
occur because the network feedback is consistently at 140 Mbps
(90% of 155 Mbps).

Figure 9(b) shows the number of cells received at the desti-
nation. From this figure, it is possible to compute instantaneous
throughput denoted by the slope of the curve. It is also possible
to compute average throughput over any interval by dividing the
cells received (increase in the � -value) during that interval by the
period of time ( � -value) of the interval. The average throughput
during the interval from 275 ms to 825 ms is 32 Mbps and that
during the interval from 825 ms to 1200 ms is 45 Mbps. Dur-
ing the first 550 ms, the source is mostly sending at a very low
rate until the first feedback is received after about 550 ms. The
effect of the receipt of feedback can be observed at the destina-
tion after 550+275=825 ms. After the first feedback is received,
the rate oscillations result in reduced throughput. The results
do not significantly vary for different values of CDF. The low
throughput values in figure 9(b) are a result of the unnecessary
triggering of source rule 6 for small CRM values.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results for a one source configuration. CRM = 32.

For full throughput, TBE must be set so that the number of
cells in flight is large enough to fill the path both ways. This
number is equal to the round trip time (FRTT) � PCR. The
number of RM cells in flight (CRM) should be (1/Nrm) of this

value: CRM � FRTT � PCR
Nrm . For 155 Mbps links, CRM should

be greater than or equal to 6144 (550 ms � 365 cells per ms/32
cells). For 622 Mbps links, CRM � 24576 (6144 � 4). For

1
622 Mbps satellite hops, CRM � 24576 � 1 . Since the size of
the TBE parameter is 24 bits and Nrm is normally 32, a 24-bit
TBE allows a 19-bit CRM, which is sufficient in most situations.

Effect of TBE on queue sizes. It had been incorrectly
believed that cell loss could be avoided by simply negotiat-
ing a TBE value below the number of available buffers in the
switches. We show in [4] that it is possible to construct work-
loads where queue sizes could be unreasonably high even when
TBE is very small. TBE limits the queue length only during ini-
tial startup and after idle periods when there are no previous cells
in the network from the same connection. In this case, the queue
length can be given by the following equation: Queue length

�
3
number of sources � � : � -0/21(3 ����� 4 burst size

:
.

TBE cannot be relied upon during the closed-loop operation
phase of a connection. During this latter phase, the contribution
of a connection to the queue at a switch can be more than its
TBE. The buffer usage at a switch can be more than the sum
of TBEs allocated to active connections. In steady state, rule
6 rarely triggers and is overridden by subsequent explicit feed-
backs. Since the reverse flow is not stopped completely, the
forward flow continues and keeps filling the queues. TBE does
not significantly affect the maximum queue length. Figure 10
depicts ACR and queue lengths for a network consisting of two
ABR and one VBR sources going through two switches to cor-
responding destination. All simulation results use the ERICA
switch algorithm [7] with 90% target utilization. All links are
155 Mbps and 1000 km long. All connections are bidirectional.
The following parameter values are used: PCR = 155.52 Mbps,
MCR = 0 Mbps, ICR = min

�
155.52, TBE/FRTT � , RIF = 1, Nrm

= 32, RDF = 1/512, CRM = TBE/Nrm, Trm = 100 ms, FRTT =
30 ms, TBE =

�
128, 512, 1024 � , CDF =

�
0, 0.5 � =

�
Without

rule 6, With Rule 6 � . The VBR source generates a square wave-
form of 20 ms on and 20 ms off. During the on period, its am-

plitude is 80% of the link rate. The first VBR pulse starts at t=2
ms. to 42 ms and so on. The scheduler gives preference to VBR.
Figure 10 shows the ABR ACRs and queue sizes for TBE of 128
cells. With just two sources, the queue length (without rule 6)
is of the order of 2500 cells. The situation does not change sig-
nificantly with rule 6. Rule six does trigger during initial start
up, but is not triggered once the flow is set up (see ACRs). With
TBE of 512 or 1024 cells (not shown), with or without rule 6,
once again the queue length is around 3000 cells. This queue
length is more than that with TBE of 128 but there is no simple
relationship between TBE and queue length.

The reason for the inadequacy of rule 6 in limiting the queue
growth can be explained as follows (figure 7). Assume that a
certain source

'
is sending forward RM cells at an average rate

of
�

cells per second (cps). The RM cells are turned around
by the destination and the backward RM cells are received by'

at a different rate F cps. In this case, the inter-forward-RM
cell time at the source is

��� �
while the inter-backward-RM cell

time at the source is
��� F . Source end system Rule 6 will trigger

at
'

if the inter-backward-RM time is much larger (more than
CRM times larger) than the inter-forward-RM time. That is,
if:

��� F	� CRM � 35��� �*: or:
� � CRM �&F . In the case of

initial startup, F is zero and so after TBE cells, rule 6 triggers and
protects the sources. Similarly, in the case of a bursty source,
F is zero and rule 6 triggers after TBE cells. However, if the
BRM flow is not totally stopped and

� < ��� � � F , then the
cells can accumulate in the network at the rate of

3 � � F : �
 F - and not trigger rule 6. In such cases, the queues can grow
substantially. The maximum queue length is a function of PCR,
the target utilization, and the VBR amplitude, multiplied by the
feedback delay [4].

ICR. ICR should be set by the source as desired according
to pricing and the application type. For TCP/IP applications
and lower link speeds, ICR should be close to the peak cell rate
(PCR). Switches should reduce their ICR to reflect their avail-
ability of buffers, as well as the bandwidth available for the con-
nection. ICR is related to the availability of resources as com-
puted during connection setup, and should correspond to the an-
ticipated ACR for the connection at that time. Finally, the source
takes the minimum of that ICR and ���$�� # ��� to correspond to the
rate at which the source should initially send for the first round
trip or after idle periods, before feedback is received. ICR thus
depends on the bottleneck link speed and the round trip time.

CDF. When source rule 6 is triggered, the source reduces its
rate by a factor of CDF, but not below the minimum cell rate.
That is, ACR � max (MCR,ACR � ACR � CDF), where the
value of CDF can be zero (for no rate decrease), or it can be a
power of two that ranges from 1/64 to 1. This means that after
CRM RM cells are sent (or CRM � Nrm total cells are sent), and
no backward RM cell is received: ACR

�
ACR

,
J
,�� ,��� � 3 � �

CDF
:

Note that if rule 6 is triggered once, it usually triggers on
sending successive forward RM cells (as long as no backward
RM cells are being received). Thus, after CRM %

�
RM cells

(or (CRM %
�

) � Nrm cells) are sent: ACR
�

ACR
,
J
,�� ,��� � 3 � �

CDF
:���� G Such repeated rate reductions result in an exponential

rate drop when source rule 6 triggers, as long as no feedback is
being received. The smaller the CDF value, the more rapid the
rate decrease. It may be desirable to disable source rule 6 (by
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Fig. 10. Two Sources and VBR on a WAN, TBE = 128 cells

setting CDF to zero) if TBE cannot be set to a reasonable value,
or if TBE must be set to a small value to decrease ICR. Disabling
rule 6 in this manner, however, risks high cell loss in case of link
failures or congestion collapse. CDF can be set to smaller values
for high speeds and long RTTs to avoid big losses, according
to the application type, confidence in TBE value, confidence in
links, and availability of resources.

ADTF. As previously mentioned, the purpose of the ADTF
timeout is to avoid the ACR retention problem that may cause
congestion. ACR retention can cause sudden queue growth of:3�� ��� � source rate

: � feedback delay � 3 number of sources �� :
. Connections that disable rule 5 (e.g., by setting ICR=PCR)

can be vulnerable to sudden arrivals. The default value of
500 ms was selected to correspond to the timer granularity used
with most TCP/IP implementations using slow start. ADTF es-
pecially affects bursty traffic. ADTF is independent of the bot-
tleneck link speed of the connection since traffic is smoothed in
the ATM network.

��� � � must be greater than
� � � to prevent

unnecessary rate reductions for long round trip times. Sources
can set ADTF according to the application traffic characteris-
tics (the expected burstiness of the traffic). Switches can reduce
ADTF if they have limited resources.

VI. OUT OF RATE RM CELLS

Although the tagged cell rate (TCR) is not signaled, we in-
clude a brief discussion on its role and settings.

Role. As stated in source rule 11, the out-of-rate FRM cells
generated by sources are limited to to a rate below the tagged

cell rate (TCR) parameter, which has a default value of 10 cps.
Values. Although higher TCR values improve transient re-

sponse with zero or very low ACRs, since feedback is more
frequent, increased TCR does increase the RM cell overhead
in such cases. Rescheduling becomes important in cases where
ACR is very low and the new ACR will allow cells to be sched-
uled earlier than their previously scheduled time [6]. There
are no guidelines on how to space out-of-rate RM cells. TCR
should depend on the bottleneck link speed, and perhaps a ratio,
such as Nrm, should be used. 10 cps may be too low for very
high speeds, e.g., 2.4 Gbps % . It is better to state that no more
than � %, say ��� � � �;���	� %, of the link bandwidth should be used
for out-of-rate RM cells. The value ��� � � �;� �	� % is based on the
intuition that 10 cps is a good value for OC-3 links (10 cps out
of 365 cells per millisecond).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Table III summarizes the discussion in this paper. For each
of the parameters, the table indicates what the value the source
end system sets for the parameter, how switches and destina-
tions negotiate the parameter, how the parameter is affected by
link speeds, and how it is affected by the round trip time of the
connection.
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